I will…
Act with others to help make Ely and Caerau an ace place to live
Care for the streets and parks and places we share as a community
Encourage my family, friends and neighbours to do the same

The ACE pledge

ACE (Action in Caerau and Ely)
STRATEGIC PLAN SUMMARY
October 2014
The community challenge
1.

The ACE ambition: The ACE Strategic Plan is the blueprint for the development of a
sustainable community regeneration charity which will have a lasting impact on
alleviating social and economic disadvantage in one of the most deprived communities
in Wales.

2.

Origins: ACE (Action in Caerau and Ely) is a flagship community development charity
operating in the Ely and Caerau area of Cardiff, which is the largest area of councilbuilt housing in Wales. ACE evolved from the partnership of community leaders and
agencies set up in 2004 to oversee the Welsh Government’s Communities First (CF)
programme in the area. It was incorporated in 2012 and since 2013 has been
responsible for managing the Cardiff West Communities First cluster - one of the few
wholly local initiatives to have been granted a lead role in the programme. In July 2014
it moved to a new central location in Cardiff Council’s prestigious Community Hub on
Cowbridge Road West.

3.

Social and economic challenges in Ely and Caerau: The area has a strong local
identity, many extended family connections, and a vibrant community life. Yet it is
widely stigmatised.
 The area has a young mixed population of 26,000. 10% of residents identify
themselves with ethnic minority communities. There are dependent children in
more than a third of families.
 A thriving manufacturing base which collapsed in the 1980s has not been replaced,
and the area includes 11 areas which are in the top 10% of deprived
neighbourhoods in the country as measured by the Welsh Index of Multiple
Deprivation. Rates for unemployment (14%) and benefit claimants (40%) are high.
Academic achievement, access to higher education, health and life expectancy are
all poor compared with averages for Cardiff and Wales.
 The history of community development has involved a succession of initiatives, but
no permanent community led response. Despite its size, Ely lacks a multi-purpose
community centre where new social and enterprise initiatives can be developed.

4.

The funding challenge: Its origins in the Communities First programme and current
financial dependency on it leave ACE vulnerable to the financial constraints, outcome
restrictions and changing priorities of the Welsh Government. The impetus for the current
Strategic Plan comes from the need to build a resilient, independent organisation with the
capacity to tackle the widest possible range of community needs.
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The ACE response
5.

Local and Welsh Government strategies: The Strategy Plan has been developed in the
context of relevant government policies, including the anti-poverty objectives and
approach of the Communities First programme, and the following planning documents
for Cardiff and Wales:
 The Welsh Government Tackling Poverty Action Plan 2013
 The Welsh Government Child Poverty Strategy
 The Welsh Government Social Enterprise Action Plan 2009
 ‘What Matters’ Integrated Partnership Strategy (led by Cardiff Council)
 Cardiff Council South West Neighbourhood Partnership Action Plan.

6.

Successes: ACE’s impressive list of successes to date includes:
 The Timeplace time bank: ACE has developed the Timeplace time bank with
partners Spice. With over 1000 members and 90 participating groups, it is one of
the biggest and most successful time credit schemes in the UK.
 CAER Heritage Project: Located at Caerau iron age hillfort, and run with Cardiff
University School of History, Archaeology and Religion, this project engages local
people of all ages in top quality research into local heritage. In 2014 250 people
were engaged in an archaeological excavation of the site. The project was the
overall winner of the NCCPE’s national Engage awards in 2014.
 Delivery of the Welsh Government’s Communities First (CF) programme: In
February 2013 ACE became one of only a small handful of community based
organisations delivering the Communities First programme in Wales. The
organisation oversees 25 CF projects run by 23 members of staff, and has an
excellent reputation for consistent, effective delivery.
 The Community Ambassador project: ACE runs the Community Ambassador
scheme as part of the ‘Co-creating Healthy Change’ portfolio of projects funded by
the Big Lottery. 45 local volunteer ambassadors have been recruited and are
working with their social networks to influence and improve health service
delivery.
 The Ely & Caerau Community Hub: ACE has worked with Cardiff Council to
develop and launch the new ‘Ely and Caerau Community Hub’. Centrally located,
the centre provides a range of services for local people including, housing, debt
and benefit advice, into work support, CAB, library and community group facilities.
ACE are now based in the Hub, ensuring local people are at the heart of this
approach.
 ACE membership: ACE’s efforts at generating local participation have seen the
organisation’s membership rise from 0 to over 600 in two years. This active
membership (all members are also Timeplace participants) ensures that ACE is
genuinely owned by, and able to represent, local people. The membership elect
board directors at annual general meetings.
 ACE training and consultancy: ACE’s successes have led to an increasing number
of requests, by other organisations, for advice, training and support. These
opportunities have helped build ACE’s reputation and credibility and have enabled
us to generate additional income. Local participants have been trained to codeliver training sessions.
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7.

The community involvement approach: Underpinning ACE’s successes – and one of
its greatest strengths - is the charity’s pioneering work to engage with members of the
community. Community involvement is fundamental to all aspects of its work, from
identifying community needs and responses and delivering projects, to taking part in
meaningful partnerships with outside agencies and leading the development of the
charity. ACE’s “ear-to-the-ground” approach includes:
 its origins in the original CF Partnership Board, and the strong local connections of
present trustees/board members
 innovative projects to involve residents in voluntary activity – including the
Community Ambassador project, Timeplace (one of the largest timebanking
schemes in the country with over 1000 members), and the Streetace outreach
initiative.
 the intensive engagement work of the 20 ACE staff, a record of employing local
residents, and a rolling programme of hugely popular annual events
 extensive consultation and partnership building with residents and voluntary and
public sector bodies.

8.

The plan for a permanent role: ACE is already recognised within Cardiff as a flagship
community project. The Strategic Plan aims to secure its role in Caerau and Ely, extend
some services to other parts of the city, and earn a wider national reputation for its
approach to effective community regeneration. This will involve:
 Continuity: ACE is building on the work of a number of earlier community
development initiatives, but with the fundamental difference that it aims to
establish a permanent presence as a sustainable community-owned initiative.
 Sustainability: The current Strategic Plan is a road map for achieving this
sustainability, with a funding strategy aiming for multiple income streams and
effective business management.
 Focus: ACE has set itself clearly defined community priorities and objectives for
community development and involvement, education, economic development and
tackling poverty.
 Growth: The Plan highlights an ambitious programme of community-led social and
economic development with new projects and services designed to meet
identified community needs. Some of these initiatives also have the potential for
generating income. These are additional to and largely separate from the 25
projects already being delivered under the Communities First contract.
 Resilience: Critical to achieving these goals will be ACE’s ability to build a strong
organisation and a project base with the capacity to survive beyond the
Communities First programme – which has a guaranteed life only until 2016. The
Plan’s organisational priorities include good governance, and effective
management and promotional work.

9.

Strengths: The Strategic Plan builds on:
 comprehensive management experience and financial probity with CF
 an impressive track record for successful projects, and a stable staff team
 the effective use of volunteers and paid experts for professional guidance
 a high reputation and valuable support among influential partners
 the short-term cushion provided by CF project work and management fees.
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10.

Weaknesses: The Plan is also designed to address ACE’s recognised weaknesses,
including:
 limited experience of independent income generation and of balancing social and
commercial priorities;
 lack of a premises for community engagement and project development activities
 narrow promotional and marketing experience
 small financial reserves, and limited contacts with funding bodies
 the need for internal monitoring and evaluation of ACE’s progress and impacts.

Priorities and core objectives
11.

Community priorities: The evidence of social disadvantage leads ACE to focus on
three key regeneration issues where it has the greatest capacity and need to take
action. ACE is strongly motivated to ensure that its community priorities are solidly
based and have a clear purpose and methodology. These priorities are:
 community development, co-production and citizen power
—
ACE applies the Community Development Cymru definition of Community
Development: “a process of change whereby people work together around
common issues and aspirations in ways that enhance learning, encourage
participation, and support the development of a culture of informed and
accountable decision making”.
—
Co-production is seen as a process in which service providers and
organisations deliver services and projects with local community members
and service users as equals who are valued for the expertise and skills they
can contribute.
 education, training and employment
 community wellbeing and tackling poverty; since poverty is an underlying factor in
many issues, ACE hopes, long term, to tackle poverty itself rather than just the
symptoms that result from it.

12.

ACE’s community objectives, based on these priorities, are as follows:
 Objective 1: to create individual opportunities for residents through community
development activity
 Objective 2: to tackle poverty by creating employment and building the local
economy
 Objective 3: to improve the quality of life for residents of Ely and Caerau generally
by enhancing the environment, improving facilities and fostering partnership and
coproduction.

13.

ACE’s organisational objectives are:
 Objective 4: To progressively reduce its dependency on grants and to become
financially sustainable in the long term by operating a strategy for diversifying and
maximising its sources of income
 Objective 5: To design and operate and monitor policies and procedures which
ensure high standards of governance and management, financial propriety and
personnel management
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Objective 6: To design and operate an effective Promotions Strategy.

The project development programme
14.

Project development approach: To realise its community priorities and objectives ACE
aims to pursue an extensive and flexible programme of project development work
outside the CF programme. The approach will involve:
 feasibility study research to identify viable opportunities
 preparation for taking new opportunities when the CF programme changes or ends
 continuous fundraising activity
 readiness to change direction if progress stalls or new opportunities emerge
 a careful balance of social, enterprise and contracting activities.
 a central place in the Strategic Plan for the proposed “Our Place” community hub

15.

The Our Place initiative: Ely’s crippling lack of a multi-purpose community centre for
dynamic community development activities will provide a focus for continuing high
priority efforts to secure premises and set up the “Our Place” Community Hub. This
essential project will aim initially to develop existing buildings and in the long term
establish a purpose built centre. Its range of features will include:
 premises for hire to community groups for social and recreational activities
 accommodation for the Timebanking project and a base for volunteers
 an activity centre for developing and fostering social enterprises and other new
community projects
 office or workshop space to hire for voluntary sector partners and new enterprises
 a drop-in for information and access to ACE services, with a community café
 headquarters for ACE in the longer term to reduce the cost of overheads.

16.

Other ACE projects and services: The Strategic Plan identifies a number of target
projects for development in the next three to five years, and builds in the flexibility to
pursue other initiatives opportunistically if resources become available.
 Community services: Targets include:
—
the continuing self-sustaining development of Timeplace timebanking,
including a roll-out to other communities in Cardiff
—
a gardening and maintenance project, based initially on supporting
residents who need help with gardening
—
a fuel poverty advice and support project
—
a sustainable community food and healthy food growing project to be
developed from a Communities First initiative
—
expansion of the highly successful Caerau and Ely Rediscovering Heritage
(CAER Heritage) project at Caerau’s Iron Age hill fort in partnership with
Cardiff University
 Community trading ventures: Exploration of social enterprise opportunities will
be ongoing, for example feasibility study research into:
—
managing the evolution of grant-funded social projects such as the
gardening and fuel poverty initiatives into sustainable enterprises
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ACE catering, starting with a café at the proposed Our Place community
hub
—
a Family Shop venture; a temping agency; childcare or nursery facilities
—
property and workspace development to generate income from office
rentals.
Selling ACE’s knowledge and skills: Potential targets include:
—
training services for community and voluntary organisations based on
ACE’s own experience, skills and reputation (currently being piloted)
—
the delivery of post-Communities First initiatives
—
consultancy work and partnerships with other agencies to deliver Council
services which are put out to tender as a result of public spending cuts.

Sound governance
17.

Organisational structure:
 ACE is a registered charity and company limited by guarantee
 It has a membership of over 600 people, most of whom are residents of Ely and
Caerau. Volunteers with the Timeplace timebanking project are automatically
entitled to become ACE members.
 The ACE Annual General Meeting is a major event which includes a celebration of
the charity’s activities, and the opportunity for members to elect directors.
 The Board of directors meets monthly and comprises up to 12 community
members and, from November 2014, a staff representative.
 A wholly-owned subsidiary company, Firstplace (Cardiff) Limited, has been
established. It is hoped that Firstploace will take responsibility for the
Communities First contract with Cardiff Council from April 2016. This will release
the parent charity to concentrate its efforts on pursuing the challenges of
independent long-term development and financial sustainability, and will provide
extra ring-fencing for CF funds.

18.

The Board of Directors:
 Cassie Bodington, Chair, business owner and former local credit union worker,
former Caerau resident
 Nigel Jones, Vice Chair, solicitor and former Ely resident
 Cheryl Hughes, Chair or Ely Community Mothers, Ely resident
 Sue Leader, Chair of Ely PACT (Police and Communities Together) meetings,
bedroom tax campaigner, Ely resident
 Jean O’Keefe, St David’s Church Warden, Chair of Ely Wheelies, Caerau resident
 Peter Sullivan, Leader of Ely Garden Villagers, Ely resident
 Valerie Allen, Leader of Mill Park Community Project, Ely resident
 Gloria Yates, Project co-ordinator, Healthy, Wealthy & Wise (Age Concern project),
Ely resident
 Gareth Pierce, Ely & Caerau Community Hub Centre Manager
 Anne O’Regan, ACE Community Ambassador, volunteer, Caerau resident
 Barbara Cuddihy, Local school governor and church warden, Caerau resident
 Chris Gauci, CEO North Ely Youth Centre
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19.

Creating sound governance: The governance of ACE is kept under constant review.
Measures includes:
 fostering the growth of a large and engaged company membership through ACE’s
community involvement activities
 maintaining the diversity, skills and involvement of the ACE board through
induction, training and ongoing support by staff
 extending the board’s capacity by developing subcommittees and maintaining first
class communications and reporting
 progressive refinement of the articles of association to ensure they are fit for
purpose on issues such as conflicts of interest and the balance between
membership involvement and directors’ responsibilities
 continuous access to professional advice on company management and
governance issues.

Building dynamic management
20.

Management development:
 ACE staff (separate from Communities First employees) include a part time
Development Manager (18.5 hours) funded by management fees from CF and
other projects, part time administration and finance workers, and a part time
Community Ambassador co-ordinator (30 hours).
 Management roles are designed to become self-financing from fees and contract
income as soon as possible. But there is an urgent need to increase ACE’s
management capacity now so that it can take advantage of the window of
opportunity provided by the time-limited Communities First contract. Priorities are:
—
fundraising to make the Development Manager’s post full time as soon as
possible
—
a new post of Business Development Manager to spearhead the income
generating activity and contracts identified by the Strategic Plan, ideally to
be funded for three years on a tapering basis.
 Measures are in place to provide technical support and mentoring to staff and to
closely co-ordinate the charity’s development with the work of CF under an
internal ACE-Firstplace Partnership Agreement.

21.

Partnership working: The success of ACE to date owes a great deal to the drive to
create strong creative partnerships between the community and a wide range of
public and voluntary sector bodies. ACE’s work in developing creative partnerships
which favour coproduction to meet the real needs of residents will remain a high
priority in future project development.

22.

The Marketing and Promotion Strategy:
 ACE will develop a proactive new approach to targeting its key messages at
appropriate audiences (residents, customers, funders, supporters, partners and
the wider voluntary sector).
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23.

It will employ additional resources, including staff time, and raise its public profile
through better use of media such as the “Grapevine” community newsletters,
conventional news and social media, its web site and local leaflet distribution.
It will also aim to raise national awareness of its pioneering work and flagship role
in Welsh community regeneration.

Monitoring and evaluation: ACE will continue routinely to gather evidence of the
impact of its work using qualitative information and by borrowing Results Based
Accountability mechanisms from CF. Board members and staff will carry out an Annual
Review and will work to evolve consistent and co-ordinated tools for evaluation across
the full range of ACE activities.

Creating financial security
24.

Financial management and administration:
 Record keeping: Rigorous systems have been designed for handling and
administering Communities First funding, and these have passed due diligence
scrutiny by Cardiff Council. Identical policies and procedures have been
established to safeguard ACE’s separate financial arrangements.
 The Finance Subcommittee: Monthly financial reports by the Finance Officer are
discussed by the Finance Subcommittee whose membership includes the
Treasurer and the Development Manager.
 Reports to the board: The Finance Report is circulated to directors in advance of
their monthly meetings. It comprises:
—
separate Communities First and non-CF reports
—
a simplified monthly balance sheet and a table showing movements in
ACE’s reserves to allow monitoring of progress

a summary income and expenditure account for the past month

explanatory notes.

Independent annual accounts are prepared by MWR Accountants of Cardiff.

25.

The Sustainability Strategy: The Plan includes detailed five-year financial projections.
These are based on the overriding principle that ACE must become financially
sustainable as quickly as possible. In practice this involves:
 safeguarding against damaging dependency on Communities First and other major
funders by diversifying types and sources of income – ie aiming for a variety of
rentals, hire fees, sales, contracts, project management charges, shared overheads
and economies of scale
 separate cost centres for different activities, and careful controls to limit the use of
surpluses to subsidise non-viable activities
 using grants only to enhance ACE activities. and not to create dependency
 setting up grant funded projects which wherever possible include management
fees
 a target of 50% of resources from earned income within five years.
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26.

The Fundraising Strategy: The Plan includes a Fundraising Strategy to guide the
essential work of raising money from grant sources, especially in the critical early
years. The Strategy identifies:
 priorities for funding both project activities and the core staff to achieve them
 regular reviews of the current funding landscape, and flexibility to adapt to
changes
 a “funding calendar” to guide action, and internal resources to ensure it is
followed
 promotional work to raise ACE’s public profile and marketing to ensure that
relevant bodies are aware of it.

Next steps
27.

Realising the potential: Within a very short time ACE has become an organisation
which is trusted by senior staff and leaders in public and voluntary sector agencies in
the Cardiff area. It is widely recognised as an innovative, landmark organisation which
delivers results and has a huge potential for further growth. But without adequate
resources its capacity remains limited and its record of successes will be vulnerable.
Further investment in its unique approach to community engagement and partnership
working is now vital.

28.

Key developments: The Strategic Plan sets challenging targets for the rapid
development of projects, activities, staff skills and funding sources. This is essential to
create the critical mass to give the charity a reasonable chance of establishing income
streams and financial reserves it will need to thrive. Priorities include:
 securing grant funding for the Development Manager and Business Development
posts
 securing premises which allow scope for project development and the generation
of rental income.
 developing the tendering and contracting skills necessary for the delivery of public
services on a significant scale.

29.

Flexibility: The other key component essential for success will be the development
internally of an opportunistic and entrepreneurial mindset and a willingness to take
calculated risks so that staff and directors are ready to move when unexpected
business and grant opportunities arise. Support and guidance will be sought to
achieve this.
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